The figure referred to by Urriza and colleagues is reproduced below. Panel B shows the baseline electromyography on the left side and preserved myographic potentials on the right side in corresponding myotomes. The right side myographic potentials are taken after transcranial stimulation, not during stimulation, thus there was increase in amplitude in all corresponding myotomes, as depicted in the figure legend, without any latency and with preserved shape. The neurophysiological monitoring was performed by an experienced neurophysiologist with more than 10 years of experience, so there is no question of misinterpretation. It is difficult to express everything in 2 figures only, hence the confusion.
. Intraoperative motor-evoked potential amplitudes after transcranial electrical stimulation, recorded over the course of the surgery. (A) Baseline electromyography monitoring of T12-L1, L2-L4, and S1-S2 myotomes before surgical intervention. (B) Transcranial stimulation after surgical intervention revealed increased amplitude, preserved shape, and no delay in latency. Reproduced from: Srivastava DK, Singh D, Tiwari BC, Awasthi N, Hussain N. Neurosurgical procedures, spinal nerve roots -one stage removal of thoracic dumb-bell tumor: role of spinal evoked potential. Asian Cardiovasc Thorac Ann 2014;22:222-5.
